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Section A (50 marks)
Answer ALL questions in this section and write your answers in the spaces provided in this Question-Answer Book.

L Find the coeffcient of x5 in the expansion of (2-x)e.
(4 marks)

2. Consider the following system oflinear equations in r, /, z

f  x -  7v + 7z = 0
t-
I t - ky + 3z = 0,where & is a realnumber.
I

l2x+y+kz=0

If the system has non-trivial solutions, find the rwo possible values of t .
(4 marks)

FORMULAS FOR REFERENCE

sin(lt8) = sin I cos Iicos,{ sin B

cos(,418) = cos I cos BTsin ,{ sin I

.an(A! Bl = w Artn B
l+ lan A lan B

2sin I cos B = sin ( A + B) + sin (A - B\

2cos I cos B = cos( A+ B)+cos(A- B)

2 sin I sin -B = cos ( A- B) - cos(A+ B)

.  ^ ^ .  A+B A-B
Sml+Srn6=lsrn

22
A+B A-B

Sln/-Sln, '=Zcos
22

A+ B A_ B
COSr+COsI '=Zcos-cos-

22

^.  A+B A-B
cosl-cosI '=-zsln-stn-

22

*************.*********** *  t r r .* ' * ' **rr***********t r** ! t************************************************ *

Answers writien in the margins will not be marked.
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3. Prove by mathematical induction that 4' +lin -l is divisible by 9 for all positive integers lr .
(5 marks)

4. (a) Let .r=tant , show th at :2x, = si7r26
l+ x '

(b) Using (a), find the greatest value o, 
(l * tlt 

. where x is real.
l+x- 

(5 marks)
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Answers written in the margins will not be marked.
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5. (a) It is given that cos(x+l)+cos(.r-l)=ftss5a for any real r. Find the value of &.

(b) Mthout using a calculator, find the value of

cosl cos2 cos3

cos4 cos5 cos6

cosT cos8 cos9

(6 marks)

6. Find 
S(]) 

u",no*,0n""'o*,.

(4 marks)
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Answers written in the margins will not be marked.
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7. l*l f(x)= e'(sinr+ cos r) .

(a) Find f'(r) and f'(r) .

(b) Find the value of .r such that f'(x)-f'(r)+f(x)-0 for 0srsz ,
(5 marks)

8. (a) Using integration by substitution, fi"d [+.
' ,'14- x'

(b) Using integration by parc, find 
Jfnra*.

(5 marl$)
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Answas written in the margins will not be marked.
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9. Find the equations of the two tangents to the curve

Y=2x+l '

xz - xy -Zyz -1=o which are parallel to the shaight line

(6 marks)

ro. (a) Find In-'* .

(b)

Y=e'

Figure I

In Figure 1, the shaded region is bounded by the curves y=* *a y=e-" ,where l<.r<2. Find the
z

volume ofthe solid generated by revolving the shaded region about the laxis.
(6 marks)
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Section B (50 rnarks)
Answer ALL questions in this section and write your answers in the other answer boolc

(a+ B - aB\
lt. lrt A-;;r 

iP 
j where a nd p are distinct real numbers. I,et / bethe 2x2 identity matrix.

(a) Show that 12 =(a+ B)A-aPI .
(2 marks)

O) Using (a), or otherwise, show that (A- orl)2 =(B-a)(A-dD ail (A- PI)2 =(a-Br@-fl) '
(3 marks)

(c') Let X=s(A-aI) afi Y=t(A-pl) where s and I are real numbers.

SuPPose ,{=X+l ' .

(i) Find r ond t in t€nllls of a utd P .

(ii) For any positive integer r,, prove that

* '  = ! ' -6-O altd y'= a'-(A-PD .
P-a'  d-  I t

(iii) For any positive integer'n, express l' in the form of pA+qI , where p and 4 are real numbers.

lNole: It is known *"rr 
K 

2x2 mmices H xrd K'

if HK=KH =l I I l, ttt"n (H+K)'=Hn +Kr for any positive integer z 'l
[0 u,

(9 marks)
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12.

Flgure 2

Let d=i , OE=i d 4f =i+j+tr (see Figure 2). Lei'. M and iV be points on the shaight lines ,48 and
OC respeotively srch tlto't AM:MB=a:(l-a) urd ON:NC=b:(1-6), where 0<a<1 and 0<b<l .
Suppose that ildf is perpendicular to both AB nd OC .

(a) (i) Show that ffi =@+b-l)i+(b-a)i+bk .

(ii) Find the values of a and D.

(iii) Find the shortest distance betwe€n the shaight lines AB nd OC .
(8 marks)

o) (t
(iD

Fmd ABxAC .

L€t G b€ the projection of O on the plane lDC, find the coordinatcs ofthe intersecting point ofthe two
sbaight lines OG and MN .

(5 marks)
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13. (a) Let f(r) be an odd function for -p<r<p , where p is a positive constant.

Prove that I  f1x-pldr=0.
JO

t2p
Hence evaluate | [f(x - p) + qldx . where 4 is a constant.

JO

(4 marks)

-  
(  

- \{ f  r  anl  x- ;  I  t^
\  o, /  l+{J lanx

(b) Prove tnal -----------t----i =
E ( E\ 2

vJ -ranl  x--  |
\  o, /

(2 mark)

f-:

(c)  Using(a) and (b).  or  otherwise. evaluate l^ ' ln( l+J3tanx)dr '

(4 marks)
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14. (a)

Figure 3

In Figure 3, the shaded region enclosed by the circle
(where 0<i<5 ) is revolved about the /-axis.

I zsn-!_lt, .
t  3 l

(2 marks)

Figure 4

In Figure 4, an empty coffee cup consists of two portions. The lower portion is in the shape of the solid
described in (a) with height 4 cm . The upper portion is a frustum ofa circular cone. The height ofthe frustum
is 8cm. The radius ofthe top ofthe cup is 6 cm. Hot coffee is poured into the cup to a depth ham at arute
of 8 cm3s-r ,where 0(i(12 . Let t/ cm3 be the volume ofcoffee in the cup.

(i) Find the rate of increase of the depth of coffee when the depth is 3 cm .

16Lr 1t
(ii) Show thar y = !!!! ' a"!'. Q+4)3 fot 4<h<12 .

3 64'

(iii) Afler the cup is fully filled, suddenly it cracks at the botlom. fie coffee leaks al a rate of 2 cm3s-l
Find the rate ofdecrease ofthe depth ofcoffee after l5 seconds ofleaking, giving your answer oorrect to
3 significant figwes.

(l I mark)

ENDOFPAPER

x' + y' =ZS , the x-axis and the straight line y = 7
Show that the volume of the solid of revolution is

(b)
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